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Abstract

We introduce a method to repair an image which has
been stamped by an identigram or a watermark. Our
method is based on the cross-channel correlation which as-
sures the co-occurrence of image discontinuities and corre-
lation of color distributions across different color channels
of an image. Using blind source separation, we find the
transformation of color space which separates the struc-
tures of identigram and that of the original image into
two different individual color channels. To repair the im-
age contents in the corrupted channel, we formulate the
problem using Bayes’ rule where the prior and the likeli-
hood probabilities are defined based on the cross-channel
correlation assumption. We compare our results with re-
sults from inpainting and texture synthesis-based hole filling
techniques. Our results are pleasable for real-world exam-
ples and have the maximum PSNR for synthetic examples.

1. Introduction
Identigram (a compound word of identity and hologram)

is a watermark added on top of an image for protecting the

copyright and the identification of an image. These water-

marks are security patterns which partially occlude the im-

age contents such that other people cannot edit or process

the protected image easily while the original image can still

be recognized by a person. A typical example of identi-

gram is the hologram printed on top of the identity photo

in the U.S. passport or in the identity card. In this paper,

we describe a method to remove the identigram/watermark

digitally from a single RGB color image.

Our method is based on the observation that these identi-

grams/watermarks only partially occlude an image where

the original image structures still exists even in the cor-

rupted image regions. Since there is usually no correlation

between the identigram/watermark and the protected image,

we assume that there is a transformed color space in which

the structures of the identigram/watermark and that of the

protected image can be well separated. We use the blind
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Figure 1. An overview of our framework. For the user selected

region, we compute a transformation that minimizes the correla-

tion of image structures across different color channels. Using the

cross-channel correlation, we repair the image content in the cor-

rupted channel based on the image structures from the intact chan-

nel. Finally, we reverse the transformation to produce the repaired

image in the original color space.

source separation technique [13] to find the transformation

of color space which minimizes the mutual information of

image structures across different color channels. We called

the transformed color channel that contains structures of

identigram/watermark “corrupted channel”, and the trans-

formed color channel that contains structures of the origi-

nal image “intact channel’. Our goal is then to repair the

image contents in the corrupted channel with the guidance

of image structures from the intact channel. Our final re-

sult is a repaired image in the original color space which

the identigram/watermark has been successfully removed.

Since identigram is usually another physical layer printing

on top of the original image, we assume the watermarks are

additive. Figure 1 shows the overview of our method.

To repair the image contents in the corrupted channel,

we use the cross-channel correlation. The usage of cross-

channel correlation is based on the statistical relationship

between different color channels of an image, such as the

co-occurrence of image edges, texture patterns, shadings

and homogeneous color regions. From the image structures



in the intact channel, our method infers the image structures

in the corrupted region and use the structures to guide the

repairing process. This is done by using a constrained hole

filling algorithm formulated by using Bayes’ rule. Our ex-

perimental results show that our method can adaptively re-

pair the corrupted regions with the original image structures

inferred from the intact channel.

2. Related Works
There are various approaches for watermark attacking

and watermark removal [17, 15, 11, 16, 18]. Early works in

watermark attacking [17, 15] aim to remove the recognition

ability of the hidden watermark pattern. Their goal is not to

recover the original image, but to make the hidden water-

mark pattern useless in identifying the original source of an

image. In [16], van Leest et al. proposed a reversible wa-

termarking algorithm which allows the original image to be

recovered from a watermarked image. But their algorithm

requires careful design of watermarking pattern and knowl-

edge of watermark process. Work in [11] removes visible

watermark in JPEG compressed image by exploiting self-

similarities within an image. Nevertheless, their goal is still

on watermark attacking instead of image recovery. Recent

work in [18] analyzes the DCT coefficient of a watermarked

image to detect the watermarked regions and then recover

the original image content. However, their algorithm still

requires knowledge of watermark process. For a scanned

identity photo, the identigram is physically printed on top of

the digital photo. Hence, such method that requires knowl-

edge of watermark process might not be applicable.

Image inpainting/completion techniques [2, 1, 4, 8, 14,

9, 6] can also be used for repairing the regions corrupted

by identigram/watermark. The image inpainting algorithm

proposed by Bertalmio et al. [2] is based on PDE diffusion

equations which propagates surrounding structures and in-

tensities to the corrupted regions. Image inpainting tech-

niques work well for repairing small gaps and thin struc-

tures. However, for larger missing regions, the repaired re-

gions may be blurry. Example-based approaches [1, 4, 8,

14] fill in the missing regions using texture synthesis [5].

In order to better preserve image structures and to allow

better user controls, Sun et al. [14] proposed an algorithm

which propagates image structures according user scribbles

to guide the hole filling process. Mairal et al. [9] proposed

an image restoration algorithm which uses sparse represen-

tation of image patch with dictionary learning for simul-

taneously image denoising and reconstruction. Hays and

Efros [6] use internet images for hole filling which demon-

strates high quality repairing results even for holes with very

large missing areas. These image inpainting/completion

techniques have been proven to produce high quality results

in repairing holes inside an image. However, these tech-

niques tend to fill in missing areas with new contents which

does not respect to the partial image information remained

in the identigram/watermark regions.

Our method can be classified as image completion tech-

nique. Unique in our method is the structure separa-

tion algorithm which separates the structures of identi-

gram/watermark and the structures of the original image

into two different channels before repairing. In the hole

filling process, we take the structures in the intact channel

into account. Hence, we can achieve results with higher

quality comparing to the results from previous works. How-

ever, since our algorithm is designed for repairing regions

that are only partially corrupted, our algorithm is not suit-

able for general cases where the whole repairing regions are

missing.

3. Algorithm

In this section, we describe our identigram/watermark

removal algorithm. Figure 1 shows the overview of our al-

gorithm. We first describe our blind source separation algo-

rithm for structure separation. Then, we describe our hole

filling algorithm for repairing the image structures in the

corrupted channel.

3.1. Structure separation via color space transfor-
mation

Our algorithm starts with user inputs which identify the

regions that are contaminated by the identigram/watermark.

From the user selected regions, we find a transformation

of color space such that the correlation of image structures

across different channels are minimized. This is based on

the assumption that there is no relationship between the

structures of identigram/watermark and that of the original

image. We adopt the blind source separation technique [13]

to serve our purpose:

I ′(x) = T [I(x)], (1)

where I and I ′ are the image in the original color space

and the image in the transformed color space respectively,

and T is a non-singular matrix which describes the trans-

formation of color space from I to I ′. Figure 2 shows an

example which separates the structures of paints and wood

textures into the corrupted channel and the intact channel

respectively.

We evaluate the transformation matrix T by measuring

the mutual information across different color channels after

transformation. We define the mutual information of two

color channels, C1 and C2, by using the Kullback-Leibler

(KL) [3, 12] distance between image histograms:

M(C1, C2)=
∑

lC1
,lC2

∈L
H(lC1

, lC2
) log

H(lC1 , lC2)

H(lC1)H(lC2)
, (2)
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Figure 2. An example of structure separation using color channel

transformation. In this example, the corrupted regions contami-

nate the three color channels in the RGB color space. Our method

finds a transformation of color space such that the corrupted re-

gions and the original structures are separated into two different

channels.

where H(lC1
) and H(lC2

) are the probabilities for certain

intensity levels lC1
and lC2

appear in C1 and C2, respec-

tively, H(lC1 , lC2) is the joint probability for lC1 and lC2 ,

and L is a set of all possible intensity levels in image his-

tograms. In order to reduce the dependency on the bright-

ness of two channels, M(C1, C2) in Equation (2) is nor-

malized by dividing it by the mean self-information of C1

and C2:

1

2
[−

∑
lC1

∈L
H(lC1) logH(lC1)−

∑
lC2

∈L
H(lC2) logH(lC2)]. (3)

In order to find the transformation of color space effi-

ciently, we follow the previous work in [13] which decom-

poses T into a rotation matrix R and a pre-whitening matrix

V :

T = R(φ)V, (4)

where φ is the rotation angle of R. The pre-whitening is

a common preprocessing step in independent component

analysis [7] which de-correlates the color samples in the

original color space by transforming the covariance matrix

of color samples into an identity matrix. The pre-whitening

matrix V can be computed effectively using eigen-value de-

composition. Now, we reduce the search space of the trans-

formation matrix T by only searching the optimal rotation

matrix R that minimizes the mutual information across dif-

ferent color channels. In our implementation, we evaluate

the rotation matrix for each 5◦ between −90◦ to 90◦.

In practice, we have three color channels, our method

finds the transformation of color space such that the mutual

information of any two transformed color channels is min-

imized. After the color space transformation, we ask users

to select the channel that contain the identigram/watermark

as the corrupted channel, and the channel that contain the

original image structures as the intact channel. From the

corrupted channel, we detect the corrupted regions by com-

puting the correlation of pixel intensity between the cor-

rupted channel and the intact channel. After thresholding,

we obtain a mask for the corrupted regions in the corrupted

channel.

3.2. Constrained Hole Filling for Corrupted Region
Repairing

In this section, we describe our method for repairing

the corrupted regions in the corrupted channel using con-

strained hole filling. We first consider the case where there

are only two channels, the corrupted channel and the intact

channel, in the transformed color space and describe our

method based on the two channel inputs. Then, we will de-

scribe an extension of our method for the cases when there

are more than one corrupted channel in the transformed

color space or when the transformed color space still con-

tains mixed structures across different channels.

Let C and I be the image in the corrupted channel and the

image in the intact channel respectively, Ω be the corrupted

region, and ∂Ω be the boundary of the corrupted region. We

formulate our problem using Bayes’ rule as follows:

C∗
Ω = argmax

CΩ

P (CΩ|IΩ, C∂Ω)
= argmax

CΩ

P (IΩ|CΩ)P (C∂Ω|CΩ)P (CΩ), (5)

where C∗
Ω is the repaired image in C, P (IΩ|CΩ) is the like-

lihood probability of CΩ having similar structures as IΩ in

Ω, P (C∂Ω|CΩ) is the likelihood probability corresponding

to the boundary constraint of CΩ, and P (CΩ) is the prior

probability of CΩ.

We define P (IΩ|CΩ) as the pairwise similarity between

pixels in CΩ and IΩ:

P (IΩ|CΩ) =
∏
x∈Ω

∏
y∈N(x)

exp(−φ(x, y, CΩ, IΩ)), (6)

where x and y are pixel coordinates, N(x) is the first order

neighborhood of x,

φ(x, y, CΩ, IΩ) = wx,y(CΩ(x)− CΩ(y))2, (7)

wx,y =
1

S
exp

{
− (IΩ(x)− IΩ(y))2

σ2
I

}
, (8)

σI is the standard deviation that controls the similarity

weight between CΩ(x) and CΩ(y), and S is a normalization

factor.

Equation (6) defines a weighted similarity between

CΩ(x) and CΩ(y) using the pixel similarity between IΩ(x)
and IΩ(y). If the intensity between IΩ(x) and IΩ(y) is sim-

ilar, we give a large similarity weight for CΩ(x) and CΩ(y).
In contrast, if IΩ(x) and IΩ(y) are very different which is

potentially to be an image edge, we allow CΩ(x) and CΩ(y)
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Figure 3. A synthetic example to demonstrate the effect of our

structural constraint. The first row shows the corrupted image (cor-

rupted area is indicated by the red box) and the images in the intact

channel with different intensity values. The second row shows our

repaired images by applying the structural constraint from the in-

tact channel. The discontinuities in the repaired regions are well

aligned the discontinuities in the intact channel. For reference, we

show the results on the third row which we enforce the gradient

magnitudes of the repaired images to be the same as the gradient

magnitudes in intact channels.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 4. The effects of color distribution prior. (a) Input image,

the transformed color space is shown in Figure 2. (b) Repaired

result without the color distribution prior. (c) Repaired result with

color distribution prior. Note that the textures within the corrupted

regions are well repaired.

having different intensity values. This weighted similarity

measurement allows the repaired image structures in C∗
Ω to

be aligned with the image structures in IΩ. Note that Equa-

tion (6) only enforces the alignment of images structures

between C∗
Ω and IΩ, but the gradient magnitudes in C∗

Ω and

IΩ can be different. Figure 3 shows the effects of Equa-

tion (6).

We define P (C∂Ω|CΩ) as:

P (C∂Ω|CΩ) =
∏

x∈∂Ω

exp(− (C∂Ω(x)− CΩ(x))2
σ2
C

), (9)

where σC is the standard deviation that controls the weights

of the boundary constraint which favors the boundary of C∗
Ω

having similar intensity with C∂Ω for seamless connection

between the repaired and the untouched original image re-

gions.

We define P (CΩ) by assuming that the color distribu-

tion of repaired regions follows the color distribution of

nearby uncorrupted regions. From the user selected areas,

we model the color distribution of uncorrupted area in the

transformed color space using the Gaussian mixture model

(GMM). For each pixel within the corrupted regions, we

choose the Gaussian distribution that has minimal distance

to the value of the pixel in the intact channel. We model

P (CΩ) as:

P (CΩ) =
∏

x∈Ω\∂Ω
exp(− (CΩ(x)− μg)

2

σ2
g

), (10)

where μg and σg are the mean and the standard derivation of

the chosen Gaussian distribution in the corrupted channel.

Figure 4 shows the effects of this prior term.

Combining Equation (5), (6), (9) and (10) and taking the

negative log operation, we obtain a set of linear equations:

C∗
Ω = argmin

CΩ

∑
x∈Ω

∑
y∈N(x)

wx,y(CΩ(x)− CΩ(y))2 +

λ1

∑
x∈∂Ω

(C∂Ω(x)− CΩ(x))2 +

λ2

∑
x∈Ω\∂Ω

(C∂Ω(x)− μg)
2 (11)

where λ1 = 1/σ2
C and λ2 = 1/σ2

g are the relative weight

between the energy terms. We set σ2
I = 5−4 and σ2

C =
10−6 for C, I ∈ [0, 1] and σ2

g is estimated from the color

distribution in the uncorrupted regions. Equation (11) can

be solved effectively using standard LU factorization based

sparse linear solver.

The repairing method in Equation (11) assumes that

there are only two channels and the separation of structures

in the corrupted channel and the intact channel is perfect. In

practice, we have three color channels. We observe that the

third channel (Neither corrupted channel nor intact chan-

nel) in the transformed color space usually contains mixed

structures of the corrupted channel and the intact channel as

shown in Figure 5. Although we can consider this mixed

channel as a corrupted channel and repair the mixed chan-

nel using the method in Equation (11), this method some-

times discards the original structures that are remained in

the mixed channel.

In order to remove the identigram/watermark in the

mixed channel while protecting the remaining original im-

age structures, we use an iterative method. We consider the

structures of identigram/watermark in the mixed channel as

residual errors. After we repair the corrupted channel in the

first iteration, we reverse the transformation and apply the

whole algorithm again to find another transformation coor-

dinates for repairing. Since the dominant structures from

the identigram/watermark has been repaired in the first it-

eration, the estimated transformation in the second itera-

tion separates the residual errors into the corrupted channel.
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Figure 5. Iterative repairing of our algorithm. First row: input

color image and its corresponding images in RGB channels. Sec-

ond row: the transformed color space for the first iteration and our

repaired result. Third row: the transformed color space for the sec-

ond iteration and our repaired result. Note that the residual errors

in the mixed channel in the first iteration is well separated in the

transformed color space in the second iteration.

Apple Texture Street

Inpainting [2] 15.76 11.75 15.37

Poisson [10] 16.71 13.13 15.55

Exemplar [4] 12.42 15.57 12.75

Sparse [9] 14.34 14.09 15.86

Ours 18.46 18.18 17.72

Table 1. Quantitative comparison on the Apple(Figure 6), the Tex-

ture(Figure 7), the Street dataset(Figure 8). The error is measured

in PSNR for the corrupted region. Our algorithm shows the best

PSNR among the compared algorithms.

Hence, we can repair the residual errors in the new color

space in the second iteration without destroying the struc-

tures of the original image in the mixed channels in the first

iteration. The iteration of our algorithm can continue un-

til no more corrupted regions are detected in the corrupted

channel. In our experiments, we find that two iterations is

sufficient to produce high quality repairing results. Figure 5

shows an example using this iterative scheme for repairing.

4. Experimental Result
4.1. Synthetic examples

We first compare our results with results from previous

works on synthetic examples in Figure 6, 7 and 8. The

synthetic examples were created by using the “hard light”

blending mode from Photoshop TM CS5. Figure 6 is an

example which contains sharp image edges; Figure 7 is a

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6. (a) A semi-transparent watermark is overlaid on an ap-

ple image. Results obtained by (b) Poisson Image Editing [10]

with zero gradient assigned to the hole filling regions, (c) image

inpainting [2], (d) exemplar based inpainting [4] (e) sparse repre-

sentation [9] and (f) our proposed method.

texture images with many repeated textures which is suit-

able for example-based hole filling algorithm; Figure 8 is

a natural image with complicated structures and textures.

Our results are compared with poisson image editing [10],

image inpainting [2], exemplar-based texture synthesis [4],

and image restoration using sparse representation [9]. Since

these methods repair the corrupted regions without consid-

ering the partial image structures in the corrupted region,

their hole filling results contain synthesized new image con-

tent which does not align with the original image struc-

tures. On the other hand, our method produces natural re-

sults which does not show any obvious artifacts in the re-

paired regions. Quantitative comparisons in terms of PSNR

are presented in Table 1.

4.2. Real-World Examples

Figure 9 and Figure 10 show real-world examples for

identigram removal where input images are severely dis-

tracted by security patterns. These example images can

be found from google image search engine with keyword

“identigram”1. We show the transformed color space and

our repaired results in Figure 9 and Figure 10. We com-

pare our result with results from image inpainting [2] and

exemplar-based texture synthesis [4] in Figure 9. Since the

corrupted regions are relatively large and are highly struc-

tured, the results from previous works cannot repair the cor-

rupted region properly. On the other hand, our approach

extracts the original image structures through color space

transformation which allows the partial information of the

original image to be used to repair the corrupted regions

in the corrupted channel. Note that our results do not syn-

1http : //www.bundesdruckerei.de/



(a) (b) (c) (d) (e) (f)

Figure 7. (a) A text is overlaid on the dot pattern. Results obtained by (b) Poisson Image Editing [10] with zero gradient assignment, (c)

image inpainting [2], (d) exemplar based inpainting [4], (e) sparse representation [9] and (f) our proposed method.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 8. (a) A corrupted image. This image shows more complicated structures. Results obtained by (b) Poisson Image Editing [10] with

zero gradient assignment, (c) image inpainting [2], (d) exemplar based inpainting [4], (e) sparse representation [9] and (f) our proposed

method.

thesize any new image contents comparing to results from

previous works. Although our results are not perfect, our

approach enhances the original images to allow users better

reveal the contents covered by the identigram/watermark.

Our approach is not limited to identigram/watermarked

removal. We tested our algorithm to other problems. Fig-

ure 11 shows an example of highlight removal and Figure 12

shows an example of dust removal. Our method is able to

remove the highlighted yellow regions while protecting the

original text in Figure 11. Comparing our result with result

in [19], our result may not be physically correct, but our

result is natural.

5. Discussion and Limitations

Our algorithm is designed to remove identigrams that are

physically printed on top of identity photos. When apply-

ing our algorithm to general watermark removal, our algo-

rithm might fail when the watermarks were added digitally

through multiplications or other methods which the additive

color model of identigram is violated. In such cases, linear

transformation of color space might not be able to separate

the structures of identigram/watermark from the structures

of the original image. We regard this problem as a funda-

mental limitation to the assumption of our approach.

We note that in our results in Figure 9 and Figure 10,

when input images are highly compressed, our repaired

results still contains some identigram/watermark patterns.

This is because compression mixes the structures of identi-

gram/watermark with the structures of the original image.

Hence, blind source separation cannot perfectly separate the

structures into two individual channels even with the itera-

tive method. We have also noted that when the watermarks
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Figure 9. A real-world example for identigram removal. (a) A scanned identify card image with security pattern. (b)(c)(d) The transformed

color coordinate for repairing. Repaired images using technique from (e) image inpainting [2], (f) image repairing [8], and (g) our method.

(a) (b)

(c) (d) (e)

Figure 10. Another real-world example for identigram removal. (a) Input image. The facial part of the image is severely distracted. (b)

Our result. The image becomes clear and the women is now recognizable. (c)(d)(e) The transformed color coordinate for repairing.

are colorful, or when the watermarks overlaid on colorful

regions, a global transformation of color space is not the

best solution. Indeed, our approach performs better when a

user select a small region to process instead of processing

the image as a whole. Such local processing allows each

local regions to have different transformed color space and

hence performs better in colorful regions.

In situation when there are remaining identigram struc-

tures in the intact channel, we can apply our algorithm it-

eratively. The iterative refinement alleviates these errors by

using different color space transformation in each iteration.

Nevertheless, if the remaining identigram structures are sig-

nificant, our approach will be failed since those structures

will be regarded as the structures from the original image.

Finally, our constrained hole filling algorithm is devel-

oped based on the cross-channel correlation assumption.

This assumption is valid for most natural images, but there

can be a case that there is no correlation across different

channels after the color space transformation. This hap-

pens when the structures of the original image span less than



(a) (b)

Figure 11. Highlight removal. (a) Input image. (b) Our result.

(a) (b) (c)

Figure 12. Dust removal. (a) Input image. (b) Our result. (c)

Result from Zhou et al. [19]

three dimensions, and when the identigram lies on the null

space of the original image structures. But statistically, this

situation is rare.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented a method to remove

identigram/watermark from a single multi-channel image.

Our approach is based on the cross-channel correlation as-

sumption. We apply the blind source separation across dif-

ferent color channels to separate the structures of identi-

gram/watermark and the structures of original image into

the corrupted channel and the intact channel respectively.

A constrained hole filling algorithm is proposed to repair

the corrupted regions in the corrupted channel with an as-

sistance of image structures from the intact channel. We

demonstrate our algorithm on various examples. Our re-

sults are better than the results from inpainting and texture

synthesis-based algorithms. In our current implementation,

we identify the corrupted channel and the intact channel

manually after the blind source separation. In the future,

we shall study how to identify the corrupted channel and

the intact channel automatically. We shall also study how

to extend our method to non-linear transformation of color

space to tackle some of our current limitations.
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